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Kirton hasher almost loses an 
eye.  The Daily Fail calls for 
Hashing Ban.
Has hashing become too dangerous?  Hashers 
regularly go out into the countryside where there 
are slimy animals dirt and many other distasteful 
things. On top of this these hashers run around 
without any insurance.  How can this sort of 
behaviour be allowed to continue? 

Regular hasher, Crooklock will not easily forget his 
experience at his Copplestone hash.  Running at 
speed trying to keep up with Elvis, Crooklock 
failed to duck at the appropriate time and ran into 
a low hanging branch.  This is a problem if you 
follow Elvis on a hash with low hanging branches. 
Being of a diminutive stature, Elvis seldom has to 
duck or even notice any low hanging branches. 

Crooklock, with blood streaming down his face 
manfully continued On On despite being in 
considerable pain. He was lucky not to have lost 
an eye.  Crooklock will be contacted by a Daily 
Fail lawyer specialising in compensation claims.

Financier upset as Kirton Hash destroys 
his peace  
Hedge Fund Manager,  Percy Winterbourne - 
Gunner complained of shouts of On, On, as he 
was in his holiday home, sipping his Salcombe 
Gin and Fever Tree tonic with a slice of lime,. 

 “I spend a week in Mid Devon to get away from 
the hurly burley of making money and I have to 
put up with these louts, running around, in garish 
lycra shouting at the top of their voices.  One of 
them even had blood streaming from his eye.  
Although I am a supporter of blood sports, this 
was a step too far. Hashing must be banned.  Why 
can’t they take up a responsible sport like fox 
hunting, like any reasonable country person?”

Percy Winterbourne-Gunner was heard to mutter 
that he was going to see Theresa May about the 
hashing ban and that the Countryside Alliance are 
fully on board.  The Daily Fail has since heard that 
he has put his 6 bedroom cottage up for sale.

Ex Kirton Hasher Khoko, blames 
hashing for rise in immigrants.

Khoko (AKA Katie Hopkins) formerly of Kirton 
Hash, now with The Fail Online, is convinced 
that the recent influx of immigrants is due to 
the popularity of Hashing.  Her controversial 
views have sparked a spate of tweets on the 
twitter feed.  Kirton Hash has not witnessed a 
sudden influx of foreigners.  The nearest we 
have is one member who was born in India but 
lived most of his life in Devon.  Kirton Hash is 
an equal opportunities Hash and welcomes all 
who wish to partake of the sport of hashing.

Khoko hashed with Kirton before she went off 
the rails, appeared on The Apprentice” and 
became radicalised by the The Daily Fail. 
Kirton Hash has since appointed a de-
radicalisation Officer who works in conjunction 
with the Religious Advisor. Any hasher with 
radical views must seek help immediately.

Incidentally, Katie Hopkins doesn’t like 
geographical names for children, so if you are 
called India watch out but what if you were 
born in India  and called Elvis?

10th July 2017, 
Guscott Farm, Copplestone, 
Tom Cobley
Hare - Babelfish
Trash - Elvis

Sheep Joke
A New Zealander is walking along the road 
with a sheep under each arm. He meets 
another New Zealander who says, “ You 
sheerin’ mate? and the first guy replies 
“Naw, they’re all mine.”

First Hasher: ! Did you know it takes 3 sheep to make one jumper?
Second Hasher:! I didn’t even know sheep could knit?


